
Homework #8

Résistance

Due Friday, 3/24/2022. Please read Chapter 24. Pass in solutions to the 8
problems below. (Do not pass in your solutions to the exercises.)
Reminder: Exam #2 will be on Monday, March 27th.
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1 Coulomb�s Law Summary

We are leaving electrostatics behind and moving onward to study the �ow of
electrical charges in materials. Let us take this moment to summarize. We
began with a law of physics called Coulomb�s Law; the force between two point
charges q1 and q2 acts along the center line between the two charges, decreases
inversely with the square of their separation, and is proportional to the product
q1 � q2: In addition, we postulated that the law of superposition of forces always
holds. We introduced the concept of the electric �eld ~E as the force per charge,
for convenience only. Coulomb�s law, together with superposition, may be
formulated as follows. For any arrangement of point charges, the electric �eld
at location ~r is given by the sum of the Coulomb �elds of each charge taken
individually:

~E(~r) =
X

i (all point charges)

qi

4��0 j~r � ~rij2
�
�
~r � ~ri
j~r � ~rij

�
(1)

Here I have written out the unit vector r̂ = (~r � ~ri) = j~r � ~rij explicitly because
each charge qi contributes to the total electric �eld in a particular direction.
We have discussed two mathematical consequences of this inverse-r-squared

force law. First, Gauss�s theorem; for any closed surface,I
any closed surface

~E � d ~A = qenclosed
�0

(2)

Second, the electric �eld is conservative; for any closed loop,I
any closed loop

~E � d~̀= 0 (3)

It turns out that these are equivalent statements. That is, Coulomb�s law,
together with the postulate of superposition of forces, is equivalent to Gauss�s
theorem, together with the statement that ~E is a conservative �eld. Which is
the better formulation of the laws of nature? Is it equation, 1, or is it equations
2 and 3 taken together? I would prefer the former, but we will soon see that
the latter is needed to broaden the scope to include magnetic e¤ects.

2 Gauss�s Theorem Exercises and Problems

On Friday I showed how Gauss�s theorem can be used to �nd the electric �eld
for our three basic symmetries in 3-d, 2-d, and 1-d. The key to using Gauss�s
theorem to �nd the electric �eld from a certain charge distribution is to be
able construct a hypothetical "�ow-tube" volume in which the �ow-tube surface
vectors d ~A are either perpendicular to ~E , so that ~E � d ~A = 0; or parallel to ~E
in regions where ~E is constant, so that the dot product can be ignored and ~E
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can be pulled outside of the integral. We don�t usually have to "do" the surface
integrals - we arrange the geometry so we can just talk about "doing" them
without doing very much at all. All of the examples below, and more, are in
your textbook.
Note: Many textbooks, including your own, call the "�ow-tube surface" a

"Gaussian surface". I will probably use the same language. I used the term
"�ow-tube surface" in class because I motivated Gauss�s theorem as applied to
~E �eld lines using an analogy to the lines of velocity ~v in �uids - which has the
right historical pedigogy.
Example 1: Use Gauss�s theorem to prove that the electric �eld outside of a

spherically-symmetric charge distribution behaves as a point charge located at
the center of the sphere.
For this example, let us assume that the distribution is "compact", in the

sense that there is some charge density �(r) in Coulombs per cubic meter lo-
calized in some region in space for r < R; but beyond a certain radius R; the
charge density � = 0. Imagine that the charge is con�nded to the shaded area
in the �gure below.

Now draw the boundary of an imaginary �ow volume in the shape of a sphere,
concentric wiith the spherically-symmetric charge distribution, at a radius r
from the center of the charge distribution, where r > R: Imagine that the value
of r is such that the surface of the imaginary sphere passes through your POI
(point of interest - location where you are curious about measuring the electric
�eld) at a radius r: See the dashed line in the �gure. By symmetry, we know
that anywhere on surface of the imaginary sphere ~E will be directed radially
outward, thus parallel to the surface vector d ~A that is directed normal to the
surface and outward, so that you don�t need the dot product; ~E � d ~A = EdA: It
follows that I

~E � d ~A = E
I
dA = E � 4�r2 = qenclosed

"0

Here qenclosed is the total charge Q in the spherical distribution. Thus it follows
that

~E(r) =
Q

4�"0r2
r̂ ; r > R
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The electric �eld due to a spherically symmetric distribution with total charge
Q is the same as the electric �eld due to a point-charge Q at the origin.

Example 2: Use Gauss�s theorem to �nd an expression for the electric �eld
inside the charge distribution, for r < R: Consider the case that the charge
density � is a constant, so the charge density

� =
Q

4
3�R

3

may be written as the total charge Q divided by the volume of a sphere of radius
R:

There are two things that are di¤erent than for r > R: First, the charge enclosed
by the Gaussian surface will not be all of the charge Q; but some fraction of
the charge. Second, inside the material the permittivity " > "0 will be di¤erent
than the permittivity of free space, so in that case we use a modi�cation of
Gauss�s theorem, I

~E � d ~A = qenclosed
"

;

where we replace "0 by " at the point of interest.
Following the same arguments as before, we have

~E(r) =
qenclosed
4�"r2

r̂ =
Q r3

R3

4�"r2
r̂ =

Qr

4�"R3
r̂; r < R

Note that the electric �eld increases linearly with the distance r from the origin,
so a test charge would be attracted to the origin as though it were attached to a
spring. (You will recall the same behavior of the gravitational �eld experienced
by an elevator moving vertically in a shaft passing through the center of the
earth. Such an elevator would oscillate in the manner of a mass on a spring
between the north and south poles, with a round-trip period of 84.5 minutes.
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Mechanics/earthole.html)
Combining the results from these two examples, we see that

~E(r) =

� Qr
4�"R3 r̂ r < R
Q

4�"0r2
r̂ r > R
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A graph of the magnitude of E as a function of r is interesting. Let us make the
horizontal axis dimensionless x = r=R; so that x=1 when r = R: Let us make
the vertical axis dimensionless y = E4�"0R2=Q so that y = 1 when r �! R(+)

from above, and y = "0
" when r �! R(�) from below.

The jump discontinuity is caused by the positive "polarization-charge" layer on
the surface of the sphere.
Example 3: Use Gauss�s theorem to prove that any excess charge that is

transfered to a metal resides on the surface of the metal. Prove that a cavity
completely con�ned within the metal acts in the manner of "Faraday�s ice pail".

This classic example begins with the observation that inside a metal, ~E = 0
everywhere, in equilibrium. The argument for this is a physical one. Since
electrons are able to move freely in a metal, if there were any location in a metal
where ~E 6= 0, electrons would move as a result of the electrical force (~F = �e ~E).
Either electrons are in perpetual motion in equilibrium, which would violate the
2nd law, or the movement electrons must always be to redistribute charge so as
to screen out the �eld, bringing ~E to zero everywhere, and bringing all electrical
currents to a halt. [This argument seems compelling, but one should be cautious.
For example, due to the zero-point motion demanded by quantum mechanics,
electrons are perpetually moving around atoms. Why doesn�t this count? As
well, electrons in a superconductor can be in perpetual motion in equilibrium
even when ~E to zero. Indeed, although non-vanishing ~E implies perpetual
motion, perpetual motion does not imply non-vanishing ~E: If we want to be on
solid ground, we should be able to argue that unless ~E = 0 everywhere in a
metal in equilibrium, it would be possible to build a composite engine to cause
heat to �ow spontaneously from cold to hot and violate the 2nd law. This is
the only argument that actually matters.]

We can imagine performing the integral
I
~E � d ~A around a closed surface

surrounding a point of interest at any arbitrary location inside a metal. Since

according to Gauss�s theorem,
I
~E � d ~A = qenclosed="0; and since ~E = 0 , in

follows that qenclosed = 0: This will be true for all points we choose to investigage,
which means that inside a metal there is complete charge neutrality everywhere.
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Given that no charge is inside the metal, the only place charge can reside is on
the surface. This implies that it is always possible to arrange surface charge of
the right sign (positive or negative) and the right density so that the �eld inside
a metal is zero everywhere, regardless of shape.
Peform the following thought experiment. Imagine that a volume of metal is

placed in an external electric �eld and polarized, and/or that charge is transfered
to the metal. When equilibrium is reached, the surface charges will be arranged
in such a manner that the electric �eld inside the metal will be zero everywhere.
Now imagine carving out a cavity inside the metal by drilling out a large number
of atoms. Since the atoms removed are neutral, the arrangement of surface
charges will not be compelled to change. The result is that the electric �eld will
be zero everywhere in both the metal and in the cavity within the metal. In
the 1840�s, Michael Faraday pointed out that such a cavity is analagous to the
hollow space inside the metal ice buckets provided to guests in fancy hotels. To
this day, we refer to a hollow �eld-free region in a metallic cavity as a "Faraday
ice pail". Previously, in one of the classroom demonstrations, we saw evidence
that the electric �eld drops to zero inside a uniformly charged spherical shell.
Now we see that the �eld inside a metal shell will be zero, regardless of its shape.

Example 4: Use Gauss�s theorem to prove that the magnitude of the electric
�eld at the surface (just outside the surface) of a metal of any shape is given by
�="0 where � is the surface charge density at that location.

We have already discussed the fact that since ~E = 0 inside a metal, the
surface of a a metal is an equipotential surface. Since the electric �eld ~E is always
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perpendicular to an equipotential surface, this implies that ~E is perpendicular
to the surface of a metal. We can use this with Gauss�s theorem to establish the
relationship between the magnitude of ~E at a location just above a metal surface
and the surface charge density (Coulombs per square meter) on the surface at
that location. Construct a Gaussian surface consisting of a small "pill box"
whose end-cap surfaces are parallel to the metal surface, and whose sides are

perpendicular to the metal surface. Imagine now peforming the integral
I
~E �d ~A

over the surface of the pill box. The sides of the pill box will not contribute
because they are in the same direction of ~E: Of the two endcaps, only the outside

contributes because the �eld inside is zero. Thus the
I
~E � d ~A = EA = �A="0

where �A is the charge enclosed. The product of the �eld above the surface
multiplied by the area of the endcap is equal to the product of the surface
charge density multiplied by the area of the endcap, apart from the factor of
"�10 . The area A is arbitrary and cancels out, leaving

E = �="0

Where � is large, E is large.

Example 5: Use Gauss�s theorem to prove that the charge stored in a parallel
plate capacitor lies on the inner surfaces of the metal plates.
In our discussions of a parallel plate capacitor we have tacitly assumed that

the metal plates are very thin, and the gap d is the distance between the top
plate and the bottom plate. When the plates are thick, the charge resides on
the inner surfaces, and the gap d is the distance between the inner surfaces.
One way to prove this is to embed an imaginary pill box inside the top (or
bottom) metal plate. Imagine that the total surface charge is split up so that
�outer is on the outer surface of the top plate and �inner is on the inner surface
of the top plate. (See �gure below.) Since the �eld inside a metal plate must
be zero in equilibrium, and the �eld between the plates is given by �="; where
� = �inner+�outer is the total surface charge density hypothetically distributed
between the top and bottom surfaces of the top plate, it follows thatI

~E � d ~A = EA = (�inner + �outer)A="
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On the other hand, by Gauss�s theorem, we have the formal result,I
~E � d ~A = qenclosed=" = �innerA=";

Only the surface charge density on the inner surface of the top plate is enclosed
by the pill box. Comparing the two expressions, we conclude that

�inner = �inner + �outer

which can only be true if �outer = 0. All of the charge on the top plate is dis-
tributed on the inner surface. (Similarly, all of the negative charge is distributed
on the inner surface of the bottom plate.)

Now it is your turn:
Exercise -2: For a uniform electric �eld ~E = 1V/m {̂ + 2V/m |̂ + 3V/m k̂;

what is the electric �ux ' through a 1 m � 1m patch of area in the xy plane
with area vector ~A = 1 m2 k̂?
Exercise -1: If the electric �eld at some point on (external to) the surface

of a metal in equilibrium is measured to be ~E = 1V/m {̂ + 2V/m |̂ + 3V/m k̂;
what is the unit vector n̂ normal to the surface at that point, and what is the
surface charge density at that point?
Exercise 0: The voltage across a parallel plate capacitor is 10 volts. The

dielectric constant of the spacer is 5. What is the free charge stored on the
capacitor? What is the polarization charge?
Problem 0: A sheet of plastic with thickness 1 cm lies in the xy plane, so

that 1/2 cm lies above the plane and 1/2 cm lies below the plane. A uniform
volume charge density of 10 micro Coulombs per cubic meter is trapped in
the plastic. The plastic has a dielectric constant of 3. What is the electric �eld
external to the plastic sheet? What is the electric �eld at z=0? Graph the
strength of the electric �eld as a function of the height z. (Hint: the �eld should
jump discontinuously at z=1/2 cm.)
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3 A Conductor/Resistor is a Leaky Capacitor

Recall that the capacitor is a device that stores charge. It consists of two metal
"islands" separated from one another by an insulating gap. One island has a
positive charge Q; and the other has a negative charge �Q: The voltage drop
from the positive side to the negative side is �V; which we will often refer to as
just V; for brevity. As we have discussed, the capacitance

C =
Q

V

is the ratio of the charge to the voltage drop, and can be shown to be a function
of only the geometry. For the parallel plate capacitor, the metal "islands" are
parallel plates. This is a particularly simple case, for the electric �eld E between
two (large area) plates is constant, so the voltage drop is just V = Ed where d
is the plate separation, and E = Q=�A where A is the plate area. Putting this
together gives

C =
�A

d

Suppose now that the insulator is not perfect, and positive charge �ows from
the top plate to the bottom plate. The rate at which the charge �ows across
any imaginary cross-section is called the electrical current I:

In the �gure above, I have drawn the imaginary boundary as a �at surface,
parallel to the plates, located somewhere within the dielectric. Imagine if you
were sitting nearby, counting the moving charges as they pass through this
imaginary surface. The number of particles that pass by per second, multiplied
by the charge on each particle, gives the "electrical current" in Coulombs/sec,
i.e. the total charge passing by per second. In SI units (System International),
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1 C/sec is de�ned to be 1 Ampere, or 1 Amp for short.

1 A = 1 C/s

By convention set by Ben Franklin, one always assumes that it is the pos-
itive charges that are moving in a material. Positive charges are repelled by
the top plate, and attracted to the bottom plate, and so the �ow arrows should
point from top to bottom as I have drawn them. Franklin couldn�t have an-
ticipated this at the time, but in solids it is negatively charged electrons that
move, while the positively charged protons remain frozen in the solid matrix.
In the �gure, the �ow of electrons would be from bottom to top. Nevertheless,
arrows indicating electrical current are still pointing in the downward direction.
Since current is de�ned to be the number of particles crossing the boundary per
second, multiplied by the charge on each particle, because they are negative,
upward moving electrons give rise to a downward �owing current.

On the other hand, just because electrons are the moving species in many
solids does not mean that the moving charges are negative in all solids. Electrical
conducitivity (or its reciprocal which is called electrical resistivity) isn�t just a
story about good conductors like metals. All solids, liquids, and gases, whether
they be shiny re�ecting metals or transparent insulators, can conduct electricity
to some extent. Consider for example a piece of plastic, a dielectric (insulator)
in which there are essentially no moving charges, because all of the electrons are
tightly bound to their parent molecules. We have previously discussed how it
is that bound electrons in a dielectric can be displaced when the molecules are
polarized in an electric �eld. (A typical dielectric constant for plastic is � � 3:)
But this displacement is typically a small fraction of the size of a molecule, about
1/10,000 of the size of a molecule in �elds as high as 106 N/C. In dielectrics,
electrons are not so easily induced to tunnel from one molecule to the next,
which is why they are good insulators.
Mobile charges can be "injected" into a dielectric by absoprtion of light -

so called "photo-induced" charges. Here is how this happens. When light of
su¤�ciently high frequency (in the blue or ultraviolet, for example) is absorbed
by a dielectric, some electrons are promoted to high-lying molecular states where
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they are less tightly bound. At high enough temperatures and/or in the presence
of a strong electric �eld, some fraction of loosely-bound electrons will move
to adjacent molecules; this displacement creates an enormous dipole, called an
"electron-hole pair". In this phrase, the "electron" refers to a negatively charged
molecule that becomes the electron�s new home, and the "hole" refers to the
postively charged molecule from whence the electron has been taken. Once
initially separated, the electron can tunnel from one molecule to the next, and
in this way it constititues a moveable negative charge. The hole can also tunnel
from one molecule to the next, constituting a moveable positive charge. In both
cases, it is an electron that is moving. When a "hole" moves from molecule A
to molecule B in a solid, it means that an electron on molecule B replaces a
missing electron on molecule A. After the transfer of charge, molecule B is now
missing an electron, so it appears as though a positive charge is moving from A
to B. The backward movement of a hole should remind you of the upward drift
of an air bubble in a bottle of shampoo.

Problem 1: Consider the leaky capacitor shown in the �gure above. Speci-
�cations are as follows: The plate area is A =10.0 cm2; and the gap distance is
L =10 �m. The density of free electrons is ne = 2� 1027 particles/m3; and the
density of free holes, nh = 2� 1027 particles/m3; is the same. Suppose that the
holes are immobile and only the electrons move. (a) For a current I = 1 mA ,
what is the rate (in particles per second) at which electrons pass by the imagi-
nary boundary? (b) What drift velocity (in meters/sec) would give rise to this
current? (c) Drift velocities in conductors tend to be small. Consider the RMS
thermal velocity? How many orders of magnitude smaller is the average drift
velocity in this device than the RMS thermal velocity of an electron moving in
free space at room temperature? (Use the law of equipartition to �nd the RMS
thermal velocity of a free electron.)

4 Current Density
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When dealing with electrical �ow, it is useful to de�ne the electrical current
density, as

~J = nq~v:

Here q is the charge of the moving species. For example, q = �e (or some
multiple thereof) for anions (electrons), and q = +e (or some multiple thereof)
for cations. Here also, n is the number density, number of moving particles per
unit volume, and ~v is the average drift velocity of each particle. The total charge
dQ crossing an imaginary boundary with area ~A in a time dt is given by

dQ = nq
�
~A � ~vdt

�
:

To appreciate that this is the case, realize that all of the particles in an in�ni-
tesimally thin volume ~A �~vdt (volume is area of base times height) will exit that
volume in a time interval dt:

It follows that the charge exiting that volume is the product of their number
and the charge on each particle, dQ = qn ~A � ~vdt: Dividing by dt; we �nd that
the current is given by

dQ

dt
= nq~v � ~A = I

the dot product of nq~v and the area ~A: This is usually expressed as

I = ~J � ~A

Since the units of current are Amps (Coulomb per second), the units of current
density are Amps/m2:
Exercise 1: For the leaky capacitor described in problem 1, what is the

magnitude and direction (up or down in the �gure) of the current density ~J =
nq~v; where q is the charge of an electron and ~v is the drift velocity What is the
product ~J � ~A?

4.1 Drift Velocity, Mobility, and Electrical Conductivity

In steady state, the drift velocity ,

~v = �~E;
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is proportional to the electric �eld ~E; with a constant of proportionality called
the "mobility" �; having units of m2=Vs. Perhaps the simplest model in which
to understand this behavior is to start from Newton�s second law for a charge
with mass m,

m
d~v

dt
= q ~E � b~v

subjected to an electrical force q ~E and a frictional drag force that is propor-
tional to the velocity (Stoke�s damping) with drag coe¢ cient b. Assuming that
steady-state is reached quickly, we set the acceleration d~v

dt = 0, giving a terminal
("drift") velocity

~v =
q

b
~E

which is proportional to the applied �eld. Thus we see in this simple model that
the mobility � = q=b is given by the charge q divided by the drag coe¢ cient b:
Since ~v is proportional to ~E; it follows that the current density,

~J = g ~E

is also proportional to ~E: Here the proportionality constant is called the elec-
trical conductivity,

g = nq�;

is the product of the density of mobile charge carriers n; the charge q on each
charge carrier, and the moblity �: The units of conductivity are Coulombs/(mVs).
Since 1 C/(mV) = 1 Siemens* (*named after German scientist Hermann von
Siemens), conductivity is expressed as Siemens/m. Values of conductivity for
di¤erent materials range through approximately 30 orders of magnitude, with
g � 108S for metals, and g � 10�20S for the best insulators. Superconduc-
tors are an exception, for which g =1. It is also common to discuss electrical
resistivity instead of electrical conductivity. The resistivity � = g�1 is the recip-
rocal of the conductivity, having units of mVs/Coulomb. 1 Vs/Coulomb = 1
Ohm* (*named after German scientist Georg Ohm), so resistivity is expressed
as Ohm-m. The symbol 
 often is used as an abbreviation for Ohm. Below
I have copied a table of conductivities and resistivities for di¤erent materials
from the internet. You will be surprised to note that the table has two columns,
one for the conductivity and one for the resistivity, even though one number
is the reciprocal of the other. Is this because people can�t be trusted to take
reciprocals correctly? No, it is because there are two camps of people, those
who think in terms of resistivity and those who think it terms of conductivity.
People don�t like to "transpose" on the �y, so tables tend to list both, just
to keep the two camps happy. (https://www.thoughtco.com/table-of-electrical-
resistivity-conductivity-608499). In this table, � is listed in units of 
 m, and
the symbol � is used rather than g for electrical conductivity.
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5 Quasi Equilibrium

For capacitors in equilibrium, the top and bottom plates are equipotential sur-
faces, of �xed voltage. Recall that excess charge distributes itself on a metal so
that when equilibrium obtains the electric �eld inside the metal goes to zero,
and the electric �eld on the surface of the metal points perpendicularly to the
surface. There is no component of ~E tangent to the surface in equilibrium.
Will the top and bottom plates still be equipotential surfaces when the ca-

pacitor leaks charge from one side to the other? Technically the answer is no,
for a leaky capacitor is a system that is out of equilibrium. In fact, the �ow
of charge from one plate to the other represents the system�s attempt to bring
itself back to equilibrium. Thus the electric �eld can be nonzero throughout
the system, and it can�t even be nonzero inside the metal plates. In such a case,
it no longer makes sense to speak of the top plate as being at one speci�c po-
tential, and the bottom plate as being at another. However, if the leakage rate
is su¢ ciently small, and the top and bottom plates are particularly good con-
ductors, and the plates are not too large, the charges on the plates can quickly
come to an approximate state of equilibrium, referred to as quasi equilibrium.
In our discussions of resistors, we will always assume this to be the case. Thus
we assume that we can refer to a distinct voltage drop across a resistor.
The circuit diagram for a resistor is a zig-zag wire sketched between two

points, as shown below.
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To the right I have sketched parallel �gure representing the actual device.
The top point represents the top conducting plate, and the bottom point rep-
resents the bottom conducting plate. The zig-zag path between the two points
represents the leaky insulator. Appealing again to the gravitational analogy, we
think of the �ow of charge between two equipotential surfaces as we would the
�ow of water between two reservoirs, one at a high elevation, and the other at
a low elevation.

The reservoirs are equipotential surfaces. Consider as an analogy Lake Powell,
and Lake Mead, at the top and bottom of the Grand Canyon. If you have ever
ridden in a boat across either lake, you know that it is a �at ride; the lakes are
fairly good approximations of equipotential surfaces. On the other hand, if you
take a boat through the Grand Canyon, at times you will feel as though you are
riding down a hill. You should always have this analogy in mind when you think
of charge �owing in a resistor. The visualization in terms of gravity and water
�ow helps one to keep the negative and positive signs straight. The voltage drop
is clearly a downhill "drop" in this analogy, and will always be referred to as
such.
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6 Power Dissipated as Heat

Consider now a small amount of charge dQ passing from the top plate to the
bottom plate. The work done on the charge by the electric �eld is

�W = V dQ:

It follows that the rate at which work is performed on the charge is

�W=dt = V dQ=dt = V I:

Notice that dQ=dt is the current I; so this is just the product of the voltage drop
and the current. Where does this energy go? From the work-energy theorem,
it should go into increasing the kinetic energy of the moving charge. Due to
frictional drag, however, the charge quickly reaches a terminal velocity called the
"drift velocity" vdrift : Once a steady drift velocity obtains, the energy delivered
to the charge by the electric �eld is equal (and opposite) to the energy dissipated
as heat by the frictional forces. Thus it is said that the power dissipated is given
by

P = V I

where V is the voltage drop, and I is the current.
Heat normally leaves a resistor as infrared radiation. If temperature becomes

high enough, however, the radiation will be emitted in the visible spectrum.
Such a glowing resistor is the basis for the incandescent light bulb. If the resistive
material gets hot enough to emit visible radiation, it is often hot enough to burn
up quickly in our oxygen-rich atmosphere. A light bulb consists of an evacuated
glass chamber whose purpose is to keep the oxygen out, so that the resistive
element does not burn up. In most cases, the resistive element is a thin tungsten
wire.

Exercise 2: (a) Consider the resistor described in problem 1. Suppose that
the voltage drop across the resistor is 15 Volts. At what rate (in Watts) is
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energy dissipated as heat? (b) Consider a 75 W incandescent light bulb. If 120
volts is dropped across the �lament, what is the current?

Problem 2: For the resistor described in problem 1, suppose that the electric
�eld between the plates is sustained at 2.0�103 V/m. (a) What is the work (in
electron volts) done by the �eld on each electron as it crosses the gap between
the plates? (b) What is the work (in electron volts) done by friction on each
electron as it crosses the gap between the plates? (c) At what rate (in Watts)
is energy dissipated as heat?

7 Ohm�s Law

7.1 Ohm�s Law in Terms of Conductance

There is an empirical relation between the current I and the voltage drop V
in a leaky capacitor. Namely, the current is proportional to the voltage. High
voltage means high current. Low voltage means low current. The relation is
known as Ohm�s Law, and is expressed as

I = GV

where the proportionality constant G depends on geometry and material prop-
erties, and is called the conductance. Its units are obviously Amps per Volt,
but 1 A/V=1S is de�ned to be a Siemens. For devices with high symmetry, the
relation between G for a leaky capacitor and C is very simple; just swap the
permittivity � the the conductivity g; an intrinsic property of the material. For
example, for a parallel plate geometry,

C =
�A

d

and when the capacitor leaks, its conductance is given by

G =
gA

d

The units of � are C2=Nm2; and the units of g are C2=Nm2s = Siemens/meter.
This swapping of g for " to go from C to G works for capacitors with

high symmetry, such as the case of the parallel plate capacitor (planar sym-
metry) described above, or the capacitor comprised of two concentric spherical
shells (spherical symmetry), or the capacitor comprised of two (long) concen-
tric cylindrical shells (cylindrical symmetry). In these situations, the lines of ~E
crossing the dielectric from the positive electrode (annode) to the negative elec-
trode (cathode) will be the same, whether or not the dielectric contains mobile
charges1 . In such a case, as long as the density n of mobile charges is uniform,

1 In less symmetric geometries, moveable (-) or (+) charges can aggregate in the corners
and alter the direction of ~E:
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the relation between conductance and capacitance is given by G = g
"C . Here is

another example. Below is a �gure showing a sketch of the lines of ~E (or lines
of ~J since ~J = g ~E) between the two metal electrodes in a capacitor made of
two spherical metal shells, separated from one another by a leaky dielectric.

The battery removes charge from the outer sphere and places it on the inner
sphere, maintaining a charge Q on the inner sphere and and a charge -Q on
theouter sphere. Due to the leaky dielectric, the battery must continue to
pump charge from one sphere to the other at a steady rate I = dQ=dt: The

�ow in the dielectric is radially outward, along the lines of ~E:

We assume that a battery is capable of maintaining a voltage di¤erence V
between the outside shell and the inside shell in spite of the leak. In steady
state, the inside shell has a charge Q; and the outside has a charge �Q. As we
have previously discussed, the electric �eld in the region between two concentric
spherical shells is only due to the charge on the inner shell, so it follows that

~E =
1

"
� Q

4�r2
r̂

Since ~J = g ~E; it follows that the leakage current density �owing from the inner
shell to the outer shell at an arbitrary radius r is

~J =
g

"
� Q

4�r2
r̂
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We can relate this to the electrical current I since I =
I
~J � d ~A over any closed

surface surrounding the inner shell (but excluding the cross section of the wire
feeding current into the shell). If we choose to integrate over a spherical surface
with radius r (shown as a dashed line in the �gure) it follows that

I =

I
~J � d ~A = g

"
Q � 1

4�r2
� 4�r2 = g

"
Q

Notice that while the current density decreases as r�2; the area that we integrate
over increases as r2; so these two exactly cancel leaving a constant. Since Q =
CV; it follows that

I =
�g
"
C
�
V

We see that the leakage current I is proportional to the voltage di¤erence V
with proportionality constant (called the conductance) de�ned as

G =
g

"
C:

7.2 Ohm�s Law in Terms of Resistance

You will also see Ohm�s law written in the form,

I =
V

R

where here R = G�1 is the reciprocal of the conductance, called the resistance.
A resistor with a large resistance has a small current, and a resistor with a small
resistance has a high current. There is some common sense to this name. The
more the resistance, the more the device "resists" the �ow of charge.
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From Ohm�s Law, we see that the units of resistance are Volts per Amp. In
SI units, this has been given the name Ohm, and is denoted by the symbol 
:
One Ohm is de�ned as one Volt per Ampere;

1 
 = 1 Volt/Amp

Problem 3: (a) Consider the resistor described in problem 1 carrying a
current of 1 mA. If the voltage drop across the resistor is 10:0 Volts, what
is the resistance (in k
)?
(b) Electrical currents crossing the human body in excess of 0.3A are typ-

ically deadly. If electrical current has a direct pathway to the heart, it can
interfere with your heart beat. In such a case, it only takes about 1 mA to be
deadly. Fortunately, under dry conditions, the hand-to-hand resistance of the
human body can be as large as 100,000 
: This is primarily due to the resistance
of your skin. Unfortunately, if your skin is wet or chapped, your resistance can
be as low as 1000 
. If you touch a 9 Volt transistor radio battery, placing one
hand on the positive electrode, and the other hand on the negative electrode,
what will be the current passing through your body with dry skin? With wet
skin?
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Are these battery-of-the-month cards still valid?

8 Voltage Sources

Quite generally, a voltage source should also be modeled as a leaky capacitor,
except that this time charge �ows in the opposite direction to the electric �eld.
Charge is "lifted" from the negative side to the positive side. A battery is a
capacitor that spontaneously charges up! Three hundred years ago, voltage
sources were referred to as "seats of electromotive force (EMF)". People still
use this terminology, and they sometimes refer to the voltage across a battery
with an E standing for EMF.
A mechanical example of a voltage source is the Van de Graa¤ generator.

The bottom electrode is the base or stand of the generator, but also includes the
table it sits on, as well as the �oor with which it is in contact. The top electrode
is the metal globe. Charge is transferred from bottom to top by hitching a ride
on the rotating rubber band, which acts as an escalator for "lifting" the charge
against the �eld. The �eld builds up as charges are added to the globe, until
�nally it is so strong that it prevents further charge from coming up the belt,
or the �eld is so strong that the surrounding air ionizes and begins to conduct
electricity. At that point, the Van de Graaf reaches its maximum voltage.
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Another example of a voltage source is the battery, in which chemical work
causes charge to �ow from the negative plate to the positive plate. Another
example is the electrical generator, where charge is induced to �ow in a coil of
wire by passing it through a magnetic �eld.
The schematic diagram for a voltage source resembles that of a capacitor,

but with one long plate and one short plate. The long plate denotes the positive
side.

Let us now consider two circuits of common interest:
(i) If a battery is connected in series to a capacitor in a closed-loop circuit, it

will charge up the capacitor until equilibrium is reached. When this obtains, the
voltage across the capacitor will be the same as the voltage across the battery.
Example: In the circuit whose schematic is shown below, the voltage across

the battery is E=1.5 Volts. What is the voltage across the capacitor in equilib-
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rium? Answer: The voltage across the battery is the same as the voltage drop
across the capacitor, because their top plates and bottom plates are common
equipotential surfaces. Therefore, the voltage drop across the capacitor is 1.5
Volts.

(ii) If a battery is connected in series to a resistor in a closed loop, the
voltage across the resistor will be the same as the voltage across the battery.
The current through the resistor is given by Ohm�s law. In steady state, the
current must be the same anywhere in the loop.
Example: In the circuit whose schematic is shown below, the voltage across

the battery is E=1.5 Volts. If the resistance is 5 
; what is the steady state
current? Answer: The voltage across the battery is the same as the voltage
drop across the resistor, because their top plates and bottom plates are common
equipotential surfaces. The current through the resistor is given by Ohm�s Law,

I =
V

R
=
1:5 Volts
5 


= 0:3 A

In steady state, the current through the resistor is the same as the current
anywhere else in the closed loop.
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Problem 4: Two tractor-trailer trucks (of typical dimensions) are driving
side-by-side on interstate 40. The one on the left hugs the right side of the
lane, and the one on the right hugs the left side of the lane, so that the two
are almost touching. A physics student driving behind witnesses the event, and
realizes that the time is ripe for a daring experiment. With the alacitry of the
Lone Ranger, she leaps from her car onto the back of one of the trucks, and
climbs on the roof. The student has in her left pocket a 1.5 Volt Evereadys

battery, and in her right pocket she carries two wires. The writing on one side
indicates that the battery has a capacity of 2850 mAh. She pauses brie�y and
wonders what is meant by "capacity", and whether this strange combination
of units is sensible, before refocusing her attention on the task at hand. She
quickly connects the negative terminal of the battery to one truck, and the
positive terminal to the other, in order to charge the trucks. (a) If the distance
between the trucks is 5 nm, estimate how much charge will be on each of the
trucks when equilibrium is reached. (b) How close would the trucks have to be
for the experiment to completely drain the battery? (c) For a separation of 5
nm, what is the strength of the electric �eld in the gap between the trucks?
Does it exceed the dielectric strength of dry air?
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Problem 5: A 12 Volt battery is connected in series with a 2
 resistor in
a closed-loop circuit. (a) What is the current in the loop in steady state? (b)
What is the voltage drop across the resistor? (c) At what rate is heat dissipated
by the resistor?

Problem 6: The voltage of a battery will drop a bit from its ideal voltage
E when it is connected in a circuit. This e¤ect can be modeled by ascribing
an internal resistance r to the battery, so that the voltage across the batteries
terminals is reduced, and given by

V = E � Ir

where I is the current �owing through the battery.
Suppose that a 10 Volt battery is connected in series with a 5 
 resistor

in a closed-loop circuit, but the battery itself has a comparable internal resis-
tance r = 1 
: (a) What is the current in the loop in steady state? (b) What
is the voltage drop across the resistor? What is the voltage drop across the
battery? (c) At what rate is heat dissipated by the resistor? At what rate is
heat dissipated by the battery? (d) If the battery is well insulated, and its heat
capacity is 5 J/K, about how many minutes can the circuit be closed before the
temperature of the battery rises to 451 degrees F?
Problem 7: The formula for the molecular polarizability � = 4��0R

3 of a
metal sphere is useful for estimating the polarizability of an atom or molecule if
R is taken to be its radius. (a) Use this to estimate the molecular polarizability
of hydrogen. (b) What is the induced dipole moment (in Debyes) if the electric
�eld is 3� 106 V/m, the dielectric strength for air?
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Exercise 3: Solve the following riddle.

What function depends on time within?
Its rate of change is like its kin:

When both are squared and adding0s done;
The two together are as one:
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